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As a 11 years old kid, I have had many vacations before. Those vacations 

include trips to Spain, Australia, Canada, Japan, Korea and many other 

places. Pictures of volcanoes, oceans, Islands were taken. Each of them 

represents an amazing vacation that I had. However, none of them can be 

compared to the " Winter vacation, the one to Alaska by cruise. This trip left 

me a fantastic memory. I favor the vacation to Alaska. We had a chance to 

watch the whales in the ocean. I had desired to watch the whales in Juneau. I

was so excited that I almost dropped my telescope into the deep, blue water.

I could see a whale flipping in the water. 

It plashed the waves with its huge, flat tail and dived into the water. The 

captain drove the boat closer to the whales. One of them Jumped out in a 

curved position. As it dived into the water, its tails waved back and forth. 

Water was splashed out on the top of a blue whale's head. Looking there 

from the telescope, it looked like a fountain. This trip was extra-entertaining 

because I went dog sledding with the huskies. I remember the cold day 

whensnowwas falling from the sky, piling up on the ground. My parents and I

went to a snow-covered mountain at Skagway. We went there by helicopter. 

The dog-sledding part was so entertaining. 

At first I held on to the handles steadily, but soon I became bored. I stuck my

feet into the snow. I didn't notice it when the musher speeded up the sled. I 

fell on my belly. I held on to the handles with my hand and screamed. It was 

an enjoyable experience even though I got myself totally wet. Another 

beauty of this trip is that I went to Alaska by cruise. Sometimes on a 

vacation, I would want to sit back and rest. The cruise provided dfferent 

shows and exercises for us. Basically every night I went to watch a show or a
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concert. There was a pool on the 12th deck. I could goswimmingany time I 

wanted to. 

The freezing cold water penetrated me, but I still went swimming once a 

while. I had a relaxing time on board. This trip was absolutely enjoyable. I 

never had such a trip that satisfied me. I'll never forget the excitement of 

whale watching, dog sledding and the relaxing time on board. This is 

definitely the best trip ever! The Best Tour I've Ever Had By Limandan 

volcanoes, oceans, islands were taken. Each of them represents an amazing 

vacation that I had. However, none of them can be compared to the " 

Winter" vacation, the one I would want to sit back and rest. The cruise 

provided different shows and exercises 
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